MATHEMATICAL PHASE NOISE MODEL FOR A PHASE-LOCKED-LOOP
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Abstract: Phase noise in a phase-locked-loop (PLL) is unwanted and unavoidable. It is a main concern in oscillation system especially PLL. The phase noise is derived in term of power spectrum density by using a reliable phase noise model. There are four noise sources being considered in this paper, which are generated by reference oscillator, voltage controlled oscillator, filter, and main divider. The major concern for this paper is the noise from the filter. Two types of second order low pass filter are used in the PLL system. Applying the mathematical phase noise model, the output noises are compared. The total noise from the passive filter is lower than the active filter at the offset frequency range between 1 Hz to 33 kHz.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the exponential growth in wireless communication has increased the demand for more available channels in mobile communication application. This demand imposes more stringent requirements on mobile communication equipment. A better receiving terminal of wireless communication system can be improved by reducing phase noise in the phase-locked-loop (PLL).

Phase-locked-loop (PLL) is a closed loop control system that uses negative feedback to maintain constant (locked) output frequency and phase to the frequency and phase of input. The main elements of this PLL, are voltage control oscillator (VCO), phase detector (PD), loop filter and main divider. The PLL has achieved “lock” when the difference between the output of VCO and the reference signal is zero [1].

The purpose of this paper is to reduce the total noise of the PLL which is generated from four main parts, reference oscillator, loop filter, voltage control oscillator and main divider.

2. NOISE MODEL

The prototype of phase noise spectrum density is described in frequency domain as a decaying nonlinear graph, which can be classified into several regions depending on its slope. The slope deviates from 0 to -40 dB/dec or less. The graph is depicted in Fig. 2.

This prototype allows us to construct an equation to represent the phase noise model. According to Eq. (1), the first term (k0) represents thermal noise which acquires 0 dB/dec slope region. The second term (k1/f) is flicker noise which represents -10 dB/dec slope region and so on [2].

\[ S_\phi(f) = k_0 + \frac{k_1}{f} + \frac{k_2}{f^2} + \frac{k_3}{f^3} \]  

Each model of noise source may contain different regions of slope; therefore, its characteristic is different.

VCO noise model:

\[ S_{\phi_{VCO}}(f) = k_{\phi_{VCO}} + \frac{k_{\phi_{VCO}}}{f^2} + \frac{k_{\phi_{VCO}}}{f^3} \]  

Divider noise model:

\[ S_{\phi_{DIV}}(f) = k_{\phi_{DIV}} + \frac{k_{\phi_{DIV}}}{f} \]  

Reference oscillator noise model:

\[ S_{\phi_{REF}}(f) = k_{\phi_{REF}} + \frac{k_{\phi_{REF}}}{f} + \frac{k_{2,REF}}{f} + \frac{k_{3,REF}}{f^3} \]
We can combine the divider noise and reference oscillator noise as:

\[ S_{\text{div}}(f) = N^2 \left[ S_{\theta,\text{ref}}(f) + \frac{S_{\theta,\text{out}}(f)}{R^2} \right] \] (5)

2.1 Filter noise model

In this paper, two types of filter are considered, a second order active low pass filter and a second order passive low pass filter, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 consequently. The low pass filter amplifies the signal while filters out the high frequency which exceeds the PLL’s bandwidth. Noise generated by the resistor and op-amp are considered.

A second order active low pass filter is created from resistor, capacitors and op-amp, as shown in Fig 3. Therefore, the noise sources of the active filter are op-amp and resistor.

![Second order active low pass filter](image)

**Fig. 3 Circuit of second order active low pass filter [2]**

2.1.1 Resistor noise

Resistor noise in resistor is due to random motion of electrons in the resistor. The noise model for a resistor is assumed to be white noise defined in Eq. (6). It shows power dissipated in the resistor. This kind of noise is called thermal noise which apparently should be taken into account since there are resistors presented in loop filter [3].

\[ P_r(R) = 4kTBR \] (6)

where

- \( P_r \) = Thermal noise
- \( k \) = Boltzmann’s constant
- \( T \) = Absolute temperature (K)
- \( B \) = Bandwidth of the filter (Hz)
- \( R \) = Resistor (\( \Omega \))

Thus, noise model of the resistor is described as

\[ S_{\theta,\text{res}}(f) = k_{\text{res}} = 4kTBR \] (7)

2.1.2 Operational amplifier noise

Op-amp noise is derived by the experimentally or given by the manufacturer. There are two types of noise in op-amp, flicker noise and thermal noise. Therefore, only \( k_{\text{op-amp}} \) and \( k_{\text{flicker-op-amp}} \) are present in the op-amp noise. The constant \( k \) for op-amp can derive using the data sheet [4].

\[ S_{\theta,\text{op-amp}}(f) = k_{\text{op-amp}} + \frac{k_{\text{flicker-op-amp}}}{f} \] (8)

The close-loop transfer function of second order active low pass filters stated as follows.

\[ \frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_o} = \frac{1 + sR_C}{sR_C(C_2 + C_3)(1 + sR_C C_3)} \] (9)

A second order passive low-pass filter is created from resistor and capacitors; therefore op-amp noise is not included in the noise model of the filter.

Second order passive low-pass filter noise model:

\[ S_{\theta,\text{passivefilt}}(f) = S_{\theta,\text{passivefilt}}(f) \] (10)
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**Fig. 4 Circuit of second order passive low pass filter**

The close-loop transfer function of second order active low pass filters stated as follows.

\[ \frac{V_{\text{out}}}{I_o} = \frac{1 + sR_C}{sR_C(C_2 + C_3)(1 + sR_C C_3)} \] (11)

2.2 Phase noise model from the loop

Noise model for each source is derived by multiplying the input power spectrum density with magnitude square of closed-loop transfer function, \( \theta(f) \), which is defined as (forward loop/1+open loop) in which the position of the input varies depending on investigating noise. It determines the ability of the system to terminate phase noise. By investigating phase noise in term of spectrum density, the output of phase noise is stated as follows [5].

\[ S_{\theta,\text{out}}(f) = \left[ S_{\theta,\text{source}}(f) \times \theta(f) \right]^2 \] (12)

where

- \( \theta(f) \) = closed-loop transfer function of each noise source
- \( S_{\theta,\text{source}}(f) \) = output phase spectrum density
- \( S_{\theta,\text{source}}(f) \) = input phase spectrum density

From Fig. 1, the closed loop transfer function of each component can be determined as follows

The loop gain \( GH(s) \) is

\[ GH(s) = \frac{1}{s} \left[ \frac{K_p - K_f \cdot F(s)}{N} \right] \] (13)

where \( F(s) = \) filter transfer function
The closed loop transfer function for VCO is
\[ \Theta_{CL\_VCO}(s) = \frac{1}{1 + GH(s)} \]  

The VCO noise modified by the loop
\[ S\_vco\_out(f) = S\_vco(f) \cdot \left| \Theta_{CL\_vco}(jf) \right|^2 \]  

The closed loop transfer function for multiplied main divider and reference oscillator noise is
\[ \Theta_{CL\_mul}(s) = \frac{GH(s)}{1 + GH(s)} \]  

The multiplied main divider and reference oscillator noise modified by the loop
\[ S\_mul\_out(f) = S\_mul(f) \cdot \left| \Theta_{CL\_mul}(jf) \right|^2 \]  

2.2.1 Second order active low pass filter noise model

A second order active low pass filter is created from resistor, capacitors and op-amp, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the main noise sources of the active filter are op-amp and resistor as shown in Fig. 5. The transfer function of resistor and op-amp are difference.
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The closed loop transfer function for resistor is
\[ \Theta_{CL\_R}(s) = \frac{Kv}{1 + GH(s)} \cdot F(s) \]  

The closed loop transfer function for op-amp is
\[ \Theta_{CL\_op}(s) = \frac{Kv}{1 + GH(s)} \]  

The phase noise that is generated from resistor is
\[ S\_R\_out(f) = S\_R(f) \cdot \left| \Theta_{CL\_R}(jf) \right|^2 \]  

The phase noise that is generated from op-amp is
\[ S\_OP\_out(f) = S\_OP\_out(f) \cdot \left| \Theta_{CL\_op}(jf) \right|^2 \]  

The active low pass filter noise modified by the loop
\[ S\_fil\_out(f) = S\_R\_out(f) + S\_OP\_out(f) \]  

2.2.2 Second order passive low pass filter noise model

A second order passive low pass filter is created from resistor and capacitor, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the noise source of the passive filter is only resistor.

The closed loop transfer function for passive low pass filter is
\[ \Theta_{CL\_p}(s) = \frac{Kv}{1 + GH(s)} \]  

The passive low pass filter noise modified by the loop
\[ S\_fil\_out(f) = S\_fil(f) \cdot \left| \Theta_{CL\_p}(jf) \right|^2 \]  

The total noise is calculated by
\[ S\_total(f) = S\_fil\_out(f) + S\_mul\_out(f) + S\_vco\_out(f) \]  

Applying the phase noise model in MATLAB, the simulation results are obtained and compared in the next section.

3. DISCUSSION

The noise modified by closed-loop transfer function is simulated using MATLAB. Filter noises are plotted in Fig. 6 while the total noises of PLL are plotted in Fig. 7.

\[ k_0\_VCO = 10^{-15.5}, k_2\_VCO = 10^3, k_3\_VCO = 10^{0.7}, k_0\_md = 10^{-15.5}, k_1\_md = 10^{-12.5}, k_0\_ref = 10^{-15.8}, k_1\_ref = 10^{-12.7}, k_2\_ref = 10^{-9.86}, k_3\_ref = 10^{-7.82}, K_p = 0.5, N = 1000 \]

\[ R_1 = 5620, R_2 = 2940, C_2 = 47 \times 10^{-9}, C_3 = 6.8 \times 10^{-9} \]

In Fig. 6, line (a) shows the noise that is generated from a second order active low pass filter while line (b) shows the noise that is generated from a second order passive low pass filter.

Phase noise of second order passive low pass filter is lower than second order active low pass filter at low offset frequency, between 1 Hz to 90 kHz. On the other hand, active low pass filter has a better phase noise performance at the
offset frequency above 90 kHz. At the offset frequency of 90 kHz, both filters have phase noise of -122 dBc.

Additionally, the filter noise from active low pass filter has slope approximately 0 dBc/dec from 0-400 Hz offset frequency and the cure will change slope to -40 dBc/dec in the other frequency range.

In the same way, the slope of passive low pass filter noise starts from 20 dBc/dec until it reach to peak value about -106 dBc at 330 kHz offset frequency. After that the slope decreases to -20 dBc/dec in the other frequency range.

In Fig. 7, line (a) and (b) show the total noise of PLL with second order active and passive low pass filter, respectively.

The relationship between the two plots of total noise is nearly the same as the filter noise. Both plots have the same magnitude around -39 dBc at 1 Hz offset frequency. After that the total noise of the PLL with passive filter is lower than the one with active filter until both total noises reach to 33 kHz offset frequency. At 33 kHz offset frequency, both total noises are equal at -95 dBc. After that the total noise from active filter has a better performance than the passive one.

Additionally, the slope of the total noise from active low pass filter starts at -20 dBc/dec in the low offset frequency range about 1 to 10 Hz. Then its slope increase to 0 dBc/dec until it reaches to 1 kHz offset frequency. After that the slope changes to -40 dBc/dec before it slightly increases until go to -170 dBc noise floor at 10MHz.

In the same way, firstly the slope of the total noise from passive one starts at -30 dBc/dec in the range of 1 to 35 Hz. After that it slightly increases to 0 dBc/dec until it reaches to 300 kHz offset frequency. Then the slope changes to -20 dBc/dec in the other frequency range.

4. CONCLUSION

The total noise in most of PLL circuits is created by four main parts which are reference oscillator, loop filter, voltage control oscillator and main divider. In this paper, we use two types of filter in the PLL, active and passive low pass filter. The total noise models are analyzed using MATLAB and compared. The result shows that the total noise from the second order passive low pass filter is better than the second order active low pass filter in the low offset frequency range (1 Hz to 33 kHz). At the higher frequency range, more than 33 kHz, the second order active low pass filter produces less total noise than the second order passive low pass filter. In conclusion, the second order passive low pass filter is more efficient filter for PLL circuit at low offset frequency.
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